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What newly married couple doesn't dream of a romantic retreat where they can escape the world for

a while â€• but what happens when supernatural forces intrude on their wedded bliss? Nine of

todayâ€™s hottest paranormal authors answer that question in this all-star collection of supernatural

stories. Can a vampire-hunter enjoy her honeymoon after learning that her new hubby is a

werewolf? How can newlyweds focus on their wedding night when their honeymoon suite is haunted

by feuding ghosts? And whatâ€™s a wizard to do when a gruesome monster kidnaps the bride on

her way home from the wedding? With so much otherworldly mayhem awaiting our newlyweds, will

they ever get around to the honeymoon itself? Find out in...My Big Fat Supernatural Honeymoon.
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These are mostly very short short stories and the ones that worked for me out of this collection were

the ones where the authors gave little vignettes from their long running series. Which meant that

because I already was familiar with the characters they were nice fill-ins. I think that Jim Butcher,

P.N. Elrod and Katie MacAllister did the best job of telling their tales in the short space allotted,

Armstrong, and Saintcrow's were okay, Lui and Thompson's were near misses. Kittredge's prequel

was ambitious for the space but her characters and world have

promise.------------------------------------------------------------------------------*** Kelley Armstrong has her



existing characters Clay and Elena on their honeymoon being stalked by a nonpack mutt, and if you

know these two at all you know that they are going to relish having a hunt to break up the boredom

of their idyllic vacation.*** Jim Butcher manages to carve out a nice little tale from the rescue of a

stolen bride employing a couple of his existing characters and using them and some Norse legends

to flesh out Marcone's hired wizard Gard. ***Rachel Caine gives us part two of her pirate tale from

My Big Fat Supernatural Wedding, here the formerly cursed pirate and his wench get more than

they bargain for on their honeymoon cruise but are saved by an intriguing character, a beautiful but

damned pirate at the end of the story.*** P.N. Elrod's vampire detective tackles finding a missing

bridegroom for a mafia princess-bride.

Courtesy of CK2S Kwips and KritiquesClay and Elena are on their honeymoon when Clay realizes

they are being Stalked (by Kelley Armstrong) by a non-pack werewolf out to claim Elena for his own.

Hunting the mutt may be exactly what this couple needs to liven up their honeymoon which has

been rather *gasp* boring.Stalked is an excellent introduction to the Women of the Otherworld

series by Kelley Armstrong for people new to that world. It is also a great interlude for fans of the

series to revisit some old favorite characters. The romance between Elena and Clay is very strong,

if demonstrated in a different way. I felt their emotions as neither one wanted to admit they weren't

enjoying themselves and even more strongly when the perfect opportunity for excitement presents

itself.In Heorot by Jim Butcher, Harry Dresden is called upon to help rescue a young bride from a

hideous monster so she can still make it to her honeymoon on time. With a little help from

Marcone's house wizard, Gard, Harry will enter the bowels of the city and discover there's more to

Gard than he ever expected.Heorot is a thoroughly enjoyable venture into Dresden's life once more.

He is reluctant to get involved in the mystery of the missing girl but at the same time knows he is

needed if she has any hope of survival. Gard turns out to be a fascinating woman when her history

is revealed to us. While her story may not have as much of an impact on readers new to the series,

long time fans will love the revelation. Ancient legends also come into play in Heorot when we find

out what happened to the young bride.

I purchased and devoured "My Big Fat Supernatural Wedding," so was incredibly eager to read this

one as well. While I was glad to read another story about Harry Dresden in any form, I found most of

the rest of the stories not really worth my time. The vast majority of them assume knowledge of

long-standing series, which end up cheating these shorter contributions - meant to either fill in the

gap or entice you to try the series - from any semblance of satisfaction.Armstrong's uses the



protagonists from the first two novels in the "Women of the Otherworld" series and delivers a story

that's all action and no feeling. I enjoyed Butcher's Dresden story, but even for being as big of a fan

as I am, I think it's probably the weakest Dresden story I've ever read. Caine wrote an enjoyable

follow-up to her undead pirate story from "My Big Fat Supernatural Wedding." Elrod's vampire 30s

detective was also a joy to read.Then comes the troublesome second half. Kittredge creates an

entirely new world, but the story itself gets lost in all the exposition and details she has to provide for

Black London. I never warmed to Liu's story at all, a prequel of sorts to her Dirk & Steele series.

This is my first introduction to Liu's writing, and I'm pretty sure it's safe to say her voice just is not my

style. Same goes for Katie MacAlister. This is another prequel to yet another series, and while I can

see it's supposed to be funny, it's not my brand of humor. My one new find in this anthology was

Lilith Saintcrow. Her prose was vivid and evocative, and she wrote a tightly contained short without

sacrificing characterization. But then the anthology ends on the shortest and probably most

unsatisfying story of the bunch, by Ronda Thompson.
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